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1 economics. One billion people in fragile and conflict-affected situations
(IMF)

2 violence. 2010-2021: 1/3 of incidents involving armed groups happened at
less than 50kms of a border, worldwide (WCO RPU)

3 policy. Customs recognized as important actors in FCS for taxation (IMF)
and restoration of the State (G5 Sahel, Pau Declaration Jan. 2020)

4 politics. Less and less difference between "terrorism" and "insurgency" in
some regions

Four general and recent facts related to fragility
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Impact on and adaptation of cross-border trade?

Role of State taxation (particularly Customs)?

Specificity of conflict/post-conflict situations?

Relevance of the where
fragile borders (rather than “fragile states”, “failed states”. . . ) a non-fragile
state can have insecure borderlands where state forces and public services
cannot operate normally due to armed groups

Importance of the border economy

set of commodities flows, practices of and relationships between traders,
brokers, smugglers, customs,.., (to balance the common focus on border
security)

Research Questions
Addressing "fragility" and "conflict" from the perspective of the border



2016-2022: 25 field missions in the borderlands of 14 countries
(including 2 years residence in Niger)



Participant observation during joint patrols, road controls,
organization of training, interviews with traders, truckers,
brokers and former militants,..+ geolocated data
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• Academia: 6 papers published, conferences, introduction into UCA Master
course and Borders in Globalization Project (University of Victoria, Canada)

• Support to countries; national reports (analysis based on field observations,
comparative approach, economic and financial data, ...); (experimental)
training (shooting, organization of controls, geodata analysis...)

• Regional school of borders for Customs and Internal Security Forces (Sahel,
June 2021)

• First "handbook" based on experience in MENA and West and Central
Africa (June 2022)

• "Fragile Borders" officially adopted on WCO agenda (June 2022)

Outcomes
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• Before security crisis, states manage cross-border trade to preserve "social
peace" (tolerance to informal trade, Customs as middle-men)

• When security crisis starts, cross-border trade continues despite insecurity

Example of Niger border posts in insecure areas

2018-2020: trade flows rose by 25% in volumes at the border with Burkina Faso
and 45% in Diffa (Lake Chad), while incidents with jihadists increased by a
factor of five in each borderlands, within a 50 km strip either side of the shared
border
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• Where cross-border activities were segmented: petty traders leave, big
traders replace them using their trust networks out of the insecurity zones

• Where patronage existed between big and petty traders, big traders leave
and petty traders replace them

• Customs posts are in competition to attract new trade routes - role of Army
and security forces regarding trade regulation

• "Frozen conflict" - post-conflict situation: cross-border trade/smuggling
can be used as an “economic weapon” to damage the formal economy of
the other side

• States and armed groups are in competition to govern cross-border trade
and levy taxes

New competition framework in borderlands



State security responses are rarely fitted to the border economy: internal
security forces constrain/reduce/stop the movements of goods and people,
increase the cost of moving goods, which may weaken the State’s legitimacy.
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State security responses are rarely fitted to the border economy: internal
security forces constrain/reduce/stop the movements of goods and people,
increase the cost of moving goods, which may weaken the State’s legitimacy.

Armed groups may support cross-border trade (association with border
communities, financial support to trade), increase/facilitate movements, and
ensure police functions across borders easily.
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In many situations, armed groups are better tax collectors than the State:
• more predictability (sometimes more bureaucracy)
• less corruption (sometimes no corruption)
• more sense (more tax fairness due to local intelligence, more ideology

attached to taxation)
• ...and more violence (tax is rarely negotiable)

State vs. Armed groups
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1 Lack of legibility in taxation: taxation by armed groups may be more
legible

2 Cross-border trade is not a focus area for developers, although it is a liberal
and emancipatory activity for the "social minors"

3 "Security" per se is not a political project
4 Difficulty to name what is happening in some regions: "narco-jihadists",

"terrorist groups"/"violent extremism", "insurrectional terrorism" - refusal to
consider the role of ideology ("Taliban is the solution", "Tear certificates")

5 Too much importance granted to the "fiscal contract": gap of temporalities
between State’s services improvement and real security needs of people -
tax is a tribute for the big traders

5 "Anti-politics" rationales observed
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Keep the border open and secure
Customs in borderlands

June 2022 - 5 chapters
1 Policy - Advocacy: integration of

Customs in national security
2 Organization: Customs posts as

critical State infrastructure
3 Equipment: staff protection and

cooperation with other forces
4 Data and GEOINT: analysis,

intelligence and tactical capacities
5 Training: protection without

militarization

What to do? Technical lessons learnt
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1 Extension of fragile borders concept
2 tax fairness and armed violence
3 technology; transfer (drones, data, GEOINT) + experiments (ESA) +

appropriation
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1 Extension of fragile borders concept
2 tax fairness and armed violence
3 technology; transfer (drones, data, GEOINT) + experiments (ESA) +

appropriation

Global Conference on Fragile Borders in Abuja, Nigeria (31.Jan-2 Feb. 2023) and
action plan

Thank you
thomas.cantens@wcoomd.org
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